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IWAS Wheelchair Fencing

Satellite Competition
City Nyiregy Haza

Gerevich Aladár National Sportcenter
1146 Budapest, Istvánmezei út 5

Nation Hungary

Date Oct 5, 2018 - Oct 7, 2018

Timezone of venue Europe/London (GMT 1)

Participation INTERNATIONAL OPEN
The number of participants is unlimited.
Participation is open to all Wheelchair Fencing Nations.
For each individual event, there is a minimum of four fencers from three World Abilitysport countries
to be an official WF event.
Athletes are allowed to start in higher categories (Cat. B athletes in Cat. A; and Cat. C athletes in
Cat. B or Cat. A) on their own decision or if there are not sufficient participants in their own
category.
All athletes need a valid WF license for the year of the competition.

A fencer without an official international classification is not allowed to participate in an WF
competition.

Classification Classification will take place for all unclassified competitors before the competition.The placing of
competitors within each category is strictly according to the decision of the official classifiers
authorities who have examined and classified them.A classification fee of 50 GBP per athlete is
charged by World Abilitysport.

Quota None

Referees Referees are not required.
The referees of the delegations must always attend the Competitions, Tournaments or
Championships from the beginning until the end. A penalty fee will be applied if they arrive too late
or leave too early.
The referees of the delegations must always attend the Competitions, Tournaments or
Championships from the beginning until the end of the last bout/match of the competiton. A penalty
fee will be applied if they arrive too late or leave too early.

Federation World Abilitysport

Organizer Jozsef Nagy

Contact Jozsef Nagy

Further information https://iwas.ophardt.online/en/widget/event/164
View entries and results

Entries Entries to: https://iwas.ophardt.online/
 only by: National federationuntil Sep 15, 2018, 10:59:00 PM British Summer Time

Cancel until Sep 15, 2018, 10:59:00 PM British Summer Time

Day Entry
desk
close

Begin Continued Finals Competition allowed Quota Entry fee

Payment Payment Surcharge Remarks
Euro +€0.00 +0.00%

Competition manager Jozsef Nagy

Format According to WF rules:
Pools followed by direct elimination without elimination (100% of athletes proceed to direct
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elimination after pools).

All events will be fenced separated by gender (men, women) and by categories (A, B, C).

Anti Doping World Abilitysport retains the right to conduct random Anti-Doping testing at any WF competition.

Equipment According to WF rules with the following exceptions:

There is no need to have the name/nation of the athlete printed on the back of the jackets or to
have the nation printed on the apron.
Also, no national logos are required on the clothing or on spoke protectors.

Catering No food is provided on site.


